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This summer, cool tones are in for both fashion and decor, 
so use them to make a splash!

GREEN:  Green is refreshing and lively. In summer, this cool  
shade brings a fresh look to your closet and bedroom.

TEAL:  The perfect tone for the room where you recharge.

Paint your walls or decorate with unique teal home decor.  
When it comes to fashion, teal shows intelligence and turns heads.

BLUE:  Calm, intelligent and loyal. This shade is cool for  
summer and stands out. Incorporate it in furniture for the  
home and wear it as a solid or a breezy print.

RED:  Red never goes out of style. Use this shade to make a 
statement by selecting red shoes, jewelry and garments.
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Would you describe your tastes as sleek, 
sophisticated, simple and modern? 
Make a statement with contemporary 
looks. Whether from your wardrobe 
or in your space, black and white and 
clean lines exemplify this look.

HOME:  Contemporary home design features clean lines and 
carefully executed details. Color contrasts are also modern, 
which is why black and white combinations feel so futuristic. 
However, don’t be afraid to incorporate colorful accents, like 
red bedspreads. Throw pillows and table lamps are other areas 
where you can seek contemporary elements.

FASHION:  Neutral colors, especially black and white, make a 
contemporary statement. Dresses and jumpsuits are summer-
ready — pick ones that have modern patterns. Accessorize 
with neutrals to maintain the contemporary vibe. Elevate a 
monochromatic look with a single pop color. Shoes, jewelry and 
handbags are all great places to spice things up.
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Everyone needs a little glamour in their lives, especially with 
summer flings on the horizon. Elegant statements catch the eye 
and elevate even the simplest of foundations.

HOME:  Sparkly and gilded decor feels opulent and reflects light 
to help your personal tastes stand out. Not only that, but reflective 
surfaces make a space feel larger. Sparkly wall decor will brighten a 
dark spot in a room while metallic designs enhance even the simplest 
of home goods. Mix gold and silver if you’re feeling bold.

FASHION:  Step into something metallic, sparkly and embellished to 
turn heads. Just about any part of your ensemble can feel glamorous. 
High heel shoes and jewelry with sparkles will shine, but don’t be 
afraid to be daring from head to toe. Embroidery and beading take a 
garment from little black dress to beautiful gown.




